When n2 elements are given, they can be arranged in the form of a square; similarly, when n8 elements (g ≥ 3 an integer) are given, they can be arranged in the form of a g-dimensional cube of side n (in short, a g-cube). The position of the elements can be indicated by g suffixes.
I. INTRODUCTION
W HEN n2 elements are given, they can be arranged in the form of a square; similarly, when n 8 elements (g ~ 3 an integer) are given, they can be arranged in the form of a g-dimensional cube of side n (in short, a g-cube). The position of the elements can be indicated by g suffixes. Suppose there is a set of elements with g suffixes ijk ... v such as nS in number, arranged in n s -2 sets of two-dimensional square matrices in a space of g dimensions and forming a g-dimensional cube of side n. The elements which have all the same suffixes, except i, lie in the same row (line); those which have all the same suffixes, with the exception of j and/or j, lie in the same two-dimensional layer parallel to a coordinate axis (plane); and those which have only one in Manuscript received January 9, 1979; revised February 2,  W~ighing matrices and Hadamard matrices (see [2] ) are speciaJ cases in which the variables are from {O, ± I} or {±I}, respectively and (sl,"',sr) is (k) or en), respectively. Therefore, [w,)] is a weighing matrix Wen, k) of side nand wt;ight k if 
Aside from the trivial cases of n = I and n = 2, Hadamard matrices can exist only if n is a multiple of four. The problem of finding the existence of at least one Hadamard matrix for all values of n = 41 has been studied since 1892 [3] , and the most powerful recent results [10] have depended entirely on the theory of orthogonal designs. In recent years, Hadamard matrices have been used for a variety of practical applications in experimental design [12] , erroT-correcting codes [121, signal processing [121, telephone networks [121, Walsh functions [4] , [12] , and high-speed multiplex spectrometry [11, [5] .
The first person to use an orthogonal design to find Hadamard matrices was 1. Williamson [14] (4) 0018-9448/81/1100-0772$00.75 ©1981 IEEE and replacing the variables by four symmetric circulant (I, -I) matrices X, Y, U, Vof side t that satisfy
Subsequently, four symmetric circulant (1, -I) matrices th'at satisfy (5) , or just four (I, -1) matrices that satisfy (5) and that in addition have MNT = NMT for N, M E {X, y, U, V}, have come to be known as Williamson matrices of side t. Williamson matrices of side t can be used in (4) to obtain a Hadamard matrix of side 4/. We will use these matrices later to obtain higher dimensional Hadamard matrices.
Shlichta [8] , [9] studied higher dimensional Hadamard matrices and gave elegant constructions for them in the case where the side is a power of two. He also introduced the concepts of proper and improper Hadamard matrices, which we discuss more fully in later sections. This paper generalizes the concept of orthogonal designs to higher dimensions, giving results about higher dimensional Hadamard matrices, weighing matrices, and other structures.
II. FIRST AND SECOND DEFINITIONS OF

ORTHOGONALITY
There are several ways of defining orthogonality for higher dimensional matrices. One way is to say that a g-dimensional matrix is orthogonal if its two-dimensional layers M are orthogonal in all axis-normal directions-that is, if the inner product of their rows, considering them to be vectors, are pairwise zero, or equivalently if MMT = D m , a diagonal matrix of order m. We call this orthogonality by the first definition.
Another way to define orthogonality is to say that a g-dimensional matrix is orthogonal if its (g -1)-dimensional layers normal to one coordinate axis are mutually uncorrelated but are not in themselves orthogonal in any sense; moreover, the sets of (g -I)-dimensional layers normal to other axes are neither mutually uncorrelated nor orthogonal (i.e., in the sense of the present definition). We call this orthogonality by the second definition.
When we use the term "orthogonal" to describe a gdimensional matrix without modifying the word orthogonal, we mean that its orthogonality lies between the extremes of the first and the second definitions of orthogonality.
These differing orthogonalities can be quantified by defining a g-dimensional matrix to be We have been motivated to consider matrices of propriety (00,00,'·',00) by the highly structured Paley cube found in the next section and higher dimensional Walsh functions. Let a matrix A be denoted by where a; = (a{, a~,· . " a~), i == 1,. . " n. Similarly, let By the inner product of A and B will be meant
Alternatively, A . B can be written as the sum of the diagonal elements of AB T , which is in fact tr(AB
From the rows of a given orthogonal square matrix H, we construct layers of a three-cube orthogonal by the second definition in the following way.
Let H be given by h' 
It is easy to check that
We construct fourth and higher dimensional orthogonal matrices that ar.:: orthogonal by the second definition in an analogous way. Denote a g-dimensional matrix by [M] where A) denotes tbejth layer parallel to the jth coordinate plane. We say that [H]g is orthogonal if the inner product of the (g -I)-dimensional layer matrices parallel to a coordinate hyperplane is pairwise equal to zero. Again we can construct such (g -If-dimensional layers by taking the tensor products of the layers of a (g -I)-dimensional orthogonal cube.
Remark: This second dermtion of orthogonality of higher dimensional matrices is quite in agreement with the orthogon'ality of the two-dimensional matrices from the point of view of dimensions. In a two-dimensional matrix M, the layers are the rows (or columns) of M that can be assumed as one-dimensional matrices, i.e., one dimension lower thim the dimension of M, so that in this case, too, orthogonality can be defined as the inner product of the parallel layer matrices pair-wise equal to zero.
Consider 
[HI]'I = 0 is the first definition of orthogonality, provided that i takes up all values from I to g, and
is the second definition of orthogonality. In other words, orthogonality by the first definition implies orthogonality by the second definition. A similar relationship was pointed out by Shlichta [9] . Between the first and second definitions we can have a large variety of orthogonalities according to the dimension of the layers, which can vary from I to g -1, and the numbers of coordinate hyperplanes to which the layers can be parallel, which can go from I to g. The two extreme cases are the first and second definitions. A set «= {AI' A 2 ," " An} of g-cubes orthogonal of proprieties (all' an'···' a ig ), where a iJ ~ max {a il ,.a i2 "'·' a in } for i = I,,··, n generates a monoid under the operation ®, i.e., it satisfies the following properties:
3) fiX I E 6e is the unit element.
Since Ai ® Aj is equivalent to A J ® Ai by an appropriate permutation of rows and columns, we could say that the monoid is "combinatorially commutative." Example 1: The front face and back face of Fig. 1(b) are, as vectors (with 1 = -1), (I, I, I, I) (I, 1,1, I).
These are orthogonal, and so these faces (or parallel twodimensional layers) are said to be orthogonal The similar vectors for Fig. l x(z)~{+I,
otherwise.
By the same reasoning as before, and using the twodimensional properties of this matrix (see [2] ), we see that each two-dimensional face of the Paley cube except the one that contains all ones is a Hadamard matrix. (See Fig. 2.) So then, when q == 3(mod4) is a prime power, there is an almost Hadamard (q + 1 )-dimensional cube, called the Paley cube, of side q + 1, that has one two-dimensional layer in each direction all ones and every other face a Hadamard matrix. The Paley cube has propriety (CO, 00,' .. , CO), but if the two-dimensional layer of all ones is removed in one direction, the remaining g-dimensional matrix (note it is no longer a cube) has all two-dimensional layers in that direction orthogonal.
Nevertheless, the Paley cube, while not itself orthogonal, promises to be highly useful in error-correcting codes, because of the great number of orthogonal two-dimensional matrices within the cube. ,"', s,) g), and (pqr··· yz) represents all permutations of (ijk··· v). This is by the first definition (see Section II), i.e., it is of propriety (2, 2" . ·,2). In a similar fashion to Section III it is possible to define orthogonal designs by the second definition or by any other propriety of orthogonality.
IV. ORTHOGONAL DESIGNS
A proper g-cube orthogonal design
Higher dimensional orthogonal designs may be constructed by noting that if A is a g-cube orthogonal design of side a and type (s\, S2' . " sl)g, and H is a g-dimensional Hadamard matrix of side h, then H ® A is a g-cub~ orthogonal design of side ha and of type (hs l , hs 2 , · · , hsq)g. The propriety depends on the propriety of the matrices used. .'
.~' ,T--
-.
VI. t-DIMENSIONAL MATRICES FROM SUITABLE MATRICES
Let Z\, Z2"", ZlI be the elements of an abelian group G of order n. A type 2 or 1 matrix (see [2] -.
[1,' -. I" where a is a map into a commutative ring. A circulant· matrix of order n is a special case in that G = Z" (the cyclic group of order t), with ZI = I, zl = 2"", ZII = n, and so
for type 2 matrices, for type 1 matrices.
(8)
A set of m matrices Xl> X 2 , " ' , Xm of order n with 
AAT ~ (AR)(AR)T.
This is used in [2] to show that when the elements of the Abelian group are ord_ered so that the first rows of type 2 matrices>,!.,· .. , >,!n satisfy h2+1 = Yj,n-I' then such type 2 matrices commute and so satisfy (10).
. " m are m-suitable type 2 matrices of order t defined, similarly to (8), by Then from (9) and (10) we have m ,
, ,
~ "'(', + ,,)"'(" + ") ~ ~ "'(', + ")"'(" + ,,).
We define the elements of the I-dimensional cube for each
To consider the inner product properties of the twodimensional faces of this cube, we let the qth coordinate take two values a and b, and the rth coordinate run from I to t, all other coordinates being constant. Then, with y = sum of all Zj,", Zt except the qth and rth coordinates, Zq and Z~,
hEG since m = I,···, t means that Zm runs through G, and g running through G means that Y + g runs through g.
To find the inner product of the rows of the corresponding two-dimensional layers in different t-dimensional matrices, we let the rth coordinate sum from one to t, the qth coordinate take two values (a and b), and aU other coordinates remain constant. Write y equal to the sum of all z.,···, z, except the qth and rth coordinates. Then,
HAMMER AND SEBEllRY: ORTHOGONAL DESIGNS AND APPUCATIONS Higher dimensional Hadamard matrices may be constructed by replacing the variables of a g-cube orthogonal design of type (I, 1,· . " 1 )8", where there are m ones, by the m-suitable matrices.
Combining (11) and (14), we see that if the rows of m-suitable matrices are, on addition, orthogonal, the rows of the t-dimensional matrices formed from these matrices, in any direction parallel to the axis, will, on addition, also be orthogonal. The contribution from the different msuitable matrices is canceled out in the orthogonal design by use of (15).
VII. ApPLYING ORTHOGONAL DESIGNS TO FORM HIGHER DIMENSIONAL WEIGHING MATRICES
In the orthogonal design of side 2 and type (1, 1)3 (see Fig. 3 ), which we call [dud, we have (with 1 = -I)
Suppose that [xt"'t] and [Xj~'''t] are I-dimensional matrices formed from 2-suitable matrices. Then we form a three-dimensional weighing matrix of propriety (2,2,2) and side 2t [w jj "./] (i.e., each subscript i,j,"',1 can assume any value 1,2,· . ·,21) by replacing each ±x in the 3-cube orthogonal design of order two and type (1, I)> by ± [xij",t] and each ±y by [Xi~",t] . This is illustrated for the 2-suitable matrices in Fig. 6 , where a 3-cube weighing matrix of side 6 and propriety (2, 2, 2) with five nonzero entries in each row and column is illustrated (i.e., type (5)3).
It is known that 2-suitable matrices exist for orders !(q + 1), when q == l(mod4) is a prime power (see [2] By the procedure described in Section III, we can construct an orthogonal matrix of three dimensions. Its layers represent the elements of a Walsh function of two dimen- This cube has propriety (3, 00, 00); i.e., it is ortl).ogonal by the second definition.
Similarly, from certain two-dimensional orthogonal matrices with entries 0,1, -} that represent elements of one-dimensional Haar functions, we can construct orthogonal two-dimensional Haar functions. The inverse of (18) 
XI. APPUCATlON TO ERROR CORRECTING CODES
It is not necessary to have matrices of propriety (2,2,· . ,,2) to have an error correcting code. For example, Fig. 6 is an orthogonal matrix of side 6 and dimension 3. The side faces of the 3-cube of Fig. 7 are never orthogonal: the matrix is of propriety (3, 3, 00) .
In this case we can either have twtHIimensional codewords of distance 18 or regard each face as a codeword of length 36 and distance 18 that has been folded into 6 strings (vectors) of length 6.
For a t-dimensional matrix in which all faces of side s in the x direction (for instance) are Hadamard matrices, the codewords can be regarded as being of length S2, in which each s coordinates are uncorrelated. This leads to the possibility of much faster decoding. Also by prior choice of the proper direction of the t-dimensional matrix, it may be possible to encode more than one message on the same transmission.
XII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Since writing this paper, the authors have found higher dimensional Hadamard matrices of side h and dimension > 3 with propriety (2,2,···,2) for many integers h == O(mod4). higher dimensional orthogonal designs have also been studied further. Details are available from the authors.
